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Abstract. Client synthesis for complex Web services is a critical and still open
topic as it will enable more flexibility in the deployment of such services. In
previous works, our team has developed a theoretical framework based on process
algebra that has led to algorithms and tools for the client interaction. Here, we
show how to generalise our approach for aspect oriented Web services.

1 Introduction

From elementary Web services to complex ones. Web services are self contained, self-
describing modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across the
Web. They are based on a set of independent open platform standards to reach a high
level of acceptance. Web services framework is divided into three areas: communica-
tion protocol, service discovery and service description. The “Web Services Descrip-
tion Language” (WSDL) [26] provides a formal, computer-readable description of Web
services. Such a description specifies the software component interfaces listing the col-
lection of operations that are network accessible through standard XML messaging. It
includes all information that an application needs to invoke such as the message struc-
ture, the response structure and some binding information like the transport protocol,
the port address, etc.

However simple operation invocation is not sufficient for some kind of composite
services. They require in addition a long-running interaction derived by an explicit pro-
cess model. This kind of services may often be encountered in two cases. First when a
Web service is developed as an agent, it is composed by a set of accessible operations
and a process model which schedules the invocation to a correct use of the service.
Secondly, facing to the capability limits of Web services, composite services may be
obtained by aggregating existing Web services in order to create more sophisticated
services (and this in a recursive way).

In order to deal with the behavioural aspects of complex services, some industrial
and academic specifications languages have been introduced. Among them, “Business
Process Execution Language for Web Services” (BPEL4WS or more succinctly BPEL)
has been proposed by leading actors of industry (BEA, IBM, and Microsoft) and has
quickly become a standard [14].

The two facets of complex Web services. BPEL supports two different types of business
processes (see for instance [16], [17]):
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– Executable processes specify the exact details of business processes. They can be
executed by an orchestration engine.

– Abstract business protocols specify the public message exchange between the client
and the service. They do not include the internal details of process flows but are
required in order for the client to correctly interact with the service.

Given the description of an executable process, its associated interaction protocol is
obtained by an abstraction mechanism (which masks all the internal operations of the
service). However the issues raised by these two types of processes are very different.
A specification of an executable process is close to the definition of a program whereas
the specification of interaction protocol mainly raises an difficult problem: how to syn-
thetize a client which will correctly handle the interaction with the service.

The synthesis problem. Indeed by construction, the external behaviour of a service is
non deterministic due to its internal choices. It is then a priori unclear whether a client,
i.e. a deterministic program, can be designed to interact with it. Furthermore the specifi-
cation often includes timing constraints (e.g. implicit detection of the withdrawal of an
interaction by the client) implying that these timing constraints must also be taken into
account by the client. However since no semantics of the interaction process is given
for BPEL (not to be confused with the semantics of the service execution), this problem
could not be formally stated. In practice, the industrial products including predefined
clients assume a simple interaction protocol as proposed by WSDL (like for instance
a “query-answer” interaction). Thus it is clear that the synthesis problem is a critical
issue for the rapid deployment of composite services.

Adaptation and Web services. Aspect oriented programming (AOP) helps the program-
mer to isolate non functional software (like authentication and logging) from business
software. Using AOP eases the modification of implemented policies as it does not im-
pact the functional part. However in the context of JAVA, it requires either to change
the compiler, the loader or the virtual machine. AOP is also desirable for Web services
since they require a lot of non functional codes but the integration of AOP in a Web
service framework raises significant difficulties.

Previous contributions. In our previous works, we have addressed both service adapt-
ability and client interaction issues but separately.

First, we have specified what is an external behaviour, i.e. we have given an oper-
ational semantics to an abstract BPEL specification in terms of a time transition sys-
tem [10,11]. The semantics is obtained by a set of rules in a modular way. Given a
constructor of the language and the behaviour of some components, a rule specifies a
possible transition of a service built via this constructor applied on these components.
As previously discussed, the transition system is generally non deterministic. Then we
have defined a relation between two communicating systems which formalizes the con-
cept of a correct interaction. There are standard relations between dynamic systems like
the language equivalence and the bisimulation equivalence but none of them matches
our needs. Thus we have introduced the interaction relation which can be viewed as a
bisimulation relation modified in order to capture the nature of the events (i.e. the send-
ing of a message is an action whereas the reception is a reaction). Afterwards we have
focused on the synthesis of a client which is in an interaction relation with the transition
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system corresponding to the system. The client we look for must be implementable, in
other words it should be a deterministic automaton. It has appeared that some BPEL
specifications do not admit such a client i.e. they are inherently ambiguous. Thus the al-
gorithm we have developed either detects the ambiguity of the Web service or generates
a deterministic automaton satisfying the interaction relation. The core of this algorithm
is a kind of determinisation of the transition system of the service.

Independently we have proposed an Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [18] ap-
proach which aims to change elementary Web services at runtime [2,23].

Our contributions. Here, we extend these works by providing:

– A method to design, deploy and publish aspect-oriented and composite Web ser-
vices;

– A formal semantics for aspect-oriented Web services;
– An algorithm that generates a client (i.e. an automata) based on this semantics or

detect that the service is ambiguous. Observe that this generation takes into account
specification of aspects with the aim to dynamically create additional automata at
run time.

– A client interpreter able to handle interactions not fully specified in the published
Web service description. In particular, it simultaneously manages execution of sev-
eral automata with synchronization contrary to our previous approach that manages
a single automaton.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the approach for synthesis of client
for service without adaptation. Section 3 presents the generalisation to aspect oriented
web services. Section 4 discusses related work. Finally in section 5 we conclude and
give some perspectives to this work.

2 Client Synthesis for Web Services

In this section, we develop the principle of client synthesis for services without
adaptation.

2.1 A Formal Semantics for BPEL Abstract Processes

BPEL provides a set of operators describing in a modular way the observable behaviour
of an abstract process. As shown in [22], this kind of process description is close to the
process algebra paradigm illustrated for instance by CCS [20], CSP [13] and ACP [3].
However, time is explicitly present in some of the BPEL constructors and thus the stan-
dard process algebra semantics are inappropriate for the semantics of such a process. In
order to model time, we have chosen a discrete time semantics since on the one hand the
theory of dense time is more involved and on the other hand timing requirements in Web
services are simpler than in real-time systems. For sake of clarity, we have not formal-
ized more technical features of BPEL like the compensation handlers. Our semantics
associates a finite automaton with an abstract process.
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The alphabet of the automaton. The first step for the definition of a semantics consists
in specifying the action alphabet for a BPEL process. We have five kinds of actions:

– A time unit elapsing is denoted by χ.
– Silent actions, denoted by τ cannot be observed by the client. They correspond to

decisions taken by the server (evaluation of a condition for switch, while, etc.).
– Exceptions; the set of exception events is denoted by Ex.
– In order to control that the client correctly detects the end of the service, we intro-

duce
√

, the termination event. This action will also simplify the definition of the
operational semantics.

– Sending and receiving messages: the set of types of messages will be denoted by
M . The emission is denoted by !m and the reception is denoted by ?m. We also
set !M = {!m |m ∈ M} and ?M = {?m |m ∈ M} and the wildcard ∗ may be
substituted for ! or ?.

Actions different from time elapsing can be classified as immediate (τ,
√

and excep-
tions) or delayed (emissions and receptions). The first kind of actions are performed in
null time (w.r.t. the time scale) and thus in our semantics have priority over the other
actions including time elapsing.

The states of the automaton. Each state will be associated with a BPEL process ob-
tained by successive transformations from the initial process. Two states have different
associated processes. At the beginning of the construction, there is a single state (the
initial one) corresponding to this process. Each time an edge is defined, a new process is
computed and if this process does not label an existing state then such a state is created.
Due to the semantic rules given in the next subsection, it can be proved that the number
of derived processes is finite (and thus the number of states is also finite).

The transitions of the automaton. The transitions starting from a state are obtained
by a top-down analysis of the process expression labelling this state. This analysis is
usually defined with the help of operational semantic rules. The definition of a semantic
rule [opx] for a generic process P = opx(P1, P2, . . .) includes the following parts:

– a boolean expression over some potential transitions of selected components of P :
Bexp({Po(i)

αi−→ P ′
o(i)});

– this condition is enforced by a second condition on the occurring labels denoted by
guard({αi}).

– If the two conditions are fulfilled then a state transition for P is possible where
the label Lexp({αi}) is an expression depending on the labels of subprocesses
transition and

– the new process is an expression Nexp(P, {P ′
o(i)}) depending on the original pro-

cess and the new subprocesses.

So, a generic rule, presented with the usual style has the following structure:

[opx] :
Bexp({Po(i)

αi−→ P ′
o(i)})

P
Lexp({αi})−→ Nexp(P, {P ′

o(i)})
where guard({αi})
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For sake of readability, we do not follow the (verbose) XML syntax of a BPEL
process. Instead we have chosen a simplified syntax close to the one used for process
algebra whose meaning should be immediate for who knows BPEL. As usual, we begin
the definition of rules by giving the ones corresponding to the basic processes of BPEL.
These basic processes are empty, ?o[m], !o[m] and throw[e].
The empty process empty can only terminate (the notation 0 is the null process).

empty
√
−−−→ 0

The ?o[m] and !o[m] processes. The process ?o[m] (which corresponds to the input op-
eration of WSDL) consists in receiving a message of type m. The process !o[m] (which
corresponds to the notification operation of WSDL) consists in sending a message of
type m. We only consider these two types of WSDL operations. The two other types
can be built with the sequence constructor (see below). Since these actions are not im-
mediate, time can elapse. This leads to the two rules below.

∗o[m]
χ−−→ ∗o[m] ∗ o[m] ∗m−−−−→ empty with ∗ ∈ {?, !}

The throw process. The process throw[e] raises an exception e which must be catched
in some scope process.

throw[e] e−−→ 0

We also introduce an auxiliary process time that represents time elapsing (not present
in the BPEL definition).

time
χ−−→ time

The sequence process ( ; ). The process P ; Q executes the process P then the pro-
cess Q. Since the operator “;” is associative, we safely restrict the number of operands
to two processes. The sequence process acts as its first subprocess while this process
does not indicate its termination. In the latter case, the sequence process acts as the
second process can do.

P
a−−→ P ′

P ; Q
a−−→ P ′ ; Q

where a �= √

P
√
−−−→ and Q

a−−→ Q′

P ; Q
a−−→ Q′

Remark. The set of rules will imply that if there is an action a �= √ such that P
a−−→

P ′, then P
√
−−−→ cannot occur.

The switch process. The process switch[{Pi}i∈I ] chooses to behave as one process
among the set {Pi}. Each branch of its execution is guarded by an internal condition.
Conditions are evaluated w.r.t. the order of their appearance in the description. However
since the client has no way to predict the choice of the service, this order is irrelevant.
The main consequence is that from the point of view of the client, this choice is non
deterministic. The switch process becomes one of its subprocesses in a silent way. Let
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us note that we have implicitly supposed that at least one condition is fulfilled. In the
other case, it is enough to add the process empty as one of the subprocesses.

∀ i ∈ I switch[{Pi}i∈I ]
τ−−→ Pi

The while process. The process while[P ] iterates an inner process as long as an in-
ternal condition is satisfied. Like switch, while evaluates in a silent way its condition.
Thus we have two rules depending on this internal evaluation.

while[P ] τ−−→ P ; while[P ]

while[P ] τ−−→ empty

The flow process. The process flow[{Pi}i∈I}] simultaneously activates a set of pro-
cesses {Pi}. For the moment considering that the synchronization primitives of BPEL
are internal ones we have not yet implemented this synchronization. Thus this paral-
lel execution is similar to a “fork-join” in the sense that the combined process ends
its interaction when all subprocesses have completed their execution. Subprocesses of
a flow process act independently except for one action: they simultaneously indicate
their termination. In the latter case, the flow process becomes the null process. Further-
more internal actions are considered as immediate and consequently the occurrence of
such an action in a subprocess prevents the occurrence of a delayed action (sending or
reception of a message) in another subprocess.

• Individual actions:

1.

∀j ∈ I
Pj

a−−→ P ′

flow[{Pi}i∈I ]
a−−→ flow[{Pi}i∈I\{j} ∪ {P ′}] where a ∈ Ex ∪ {τ}

2.

∀m ∈M ∀j ∈ I
Pj

∗m−−−−→ P ′ ∧ ∀ i ∈ I ∀ a ∈ Ex ∪ {τ}, ¬Pi
a−−→

flow[{Pi}i∈I ]
∗m−−−−→ flow[{Pi}i∈I\{j} ∪ {P ′}]

• Time elapsing: all processes must either let time elapse or terminate.

∀J �= ∅ J ⊆ I
∀i ∈ J Pi

χ−−→ P ′
i ∧ ∀i ∈ I \ J Pi

√
−−−→

flow[{Pi}i∈I ]
χ−−→ flow[{P ′

i}i∈J ∪ {Pi}i∈I\J ]

• Termination:

∀ i ∈ I Pi

√
−−−→

flow[{Pi}i∈I ]
√
−−−→ 0
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The scope process scope(P, Ed) with

Ed def
= [{(mi, Pi) | i ∈ I}, (d, Q), {(ej, Rj) | j ∈ J}]

may evolve due to P evolution, reception of a message mi, expiration of the timeout
with duration d or occurrence of an exception ej . We note MI = {mi | i ∈ I} and
EJ = {ej | j ∈ J}.
• P actions: The termination exits the scope whereas another action does not.

P
√
−−−→

scope(P, Ed)
√
−−−→ 0

P
a−−→ P ′

scope(P, Ed) a−−→ scope(P ′, Ed)
where a /∈ Ex ∪MI ∪ {√, χ}

• Receiving a message mi:

∀ i ∈ I
∀ a ∈ Ex ∪ {τ,√}, ¬P a−−→
scope(P, Ed) ?mi−−−−→ Pi

• Exception handling: which depends whether the raised exception is catched in this
scope.

∀ j ∈ J
P

ej−−−→
scope(P, Ed) τ−−→ Rj

∀ e ∈ Ex \ EJ
P

e−−→
scope(P, Ed) e−−→ 0

If an exception e is never catched at any level then the process is an erroneous one which
can straightforwardly checked by examining whether an exception labels an transition
of the automaton.

• Time elapsing

∀ d > 0
P

χ−−→ P ′

scope(P, Ed)
χ−−→ scope(P ′, Ed−1)

• Time out
P

χ−−→
scope(P, E1) χ−−→ Q

The pick process can be viewed as a particular case of the scope process:

pick(Ed) ≡ scope(time, Ed)
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2.2 Interaction Relation

We first informally state what should be a correct interaction between two automata.
As for the bisimulation relation, we require a relation between pairs of states of the two
systems. Obviously the pair consisting of the initial states should belong to this relation.

Furthermore, the states of a pair should have a coherent view of the next interaction
steps to occur. At first, this implies that the relation must take into account the mutually
observable steps. Thus we introduce the observable transition relation of an automaton

by s
a⇒ s′ iff s

τ∗aτ∗→ s′, s
ε⇒ s′ iff s

τ∗→ s′.
Once it is done, we could require (like for bisimulation) that if a state s of the pair

(s, s′) may evolve by an observable transition of its automaton to some new state s1, s′

should have a similar observable transition leading to a state s′1 which would compose
with s1, a new pair of consistent views.

However we need to be careful. First, if an automaton sends a message the other
one must be able to receive the message. So it is necessary to introduce the notion of
complementary actions ?m =!m, !m =?m and ∀a /∈ {!m}m∈M ∪ {?m}m∈M a = a
and to require that the synchronized evolution is obtained via complementary actions.

But this requirement is too strong as it does not capture the different nature of the
sending and reception of a message. A sending is an action whereas a reception is a
reaction and will not spontaneously occur. Therefore a more appropriate relation will
first require that if, in s belonging to the pair (s, s′), an automaton may receive a message
m, then there is a third state s′′ of the other automaton indistinguishable from s′ w.r.t.
the observable transitions which can send m and second that in s′ the other automaton
can send a message (not necessarily m). The first condition expresses that the former
automaton is not overspecified and the second one that it will not wait indefinitely for
a message.

These considerations yield the following formal definition.

Definition 1 (Interaction relation). Let A1 = (S, s01, A,→1) and A2 = (S, s02,
A,→2) be two automata. Then A1 and A2 correctly interact iff ∃ ∼ ⊆ S1 × S2 such
that:

– s01 ∼ s02

– ∀s1, s2 such that s1 ∼ s2

• Let a /∈ {?m |m ∈M} then

∗ if ∃ s1
a==⇒1 s′1, then ∃ s2

a==⇒2 s′2 with s′1 ∼ s′2
∗ if ∃ s2

a==⇒2 s′2 then ∃ s1
a==⇒1 s′1 with s′1 ∼ s′2

• Let m ∈M ; if s1
?m===⇒1 s′1 then

∗ ∃ s−2
w===⇒2 s2, ∃ s−2

w===⇒2 s+
2 , ∃ s+

2
!m===⇒2 s′2 with s1 ∼ s+

2 and
s′1 ∼ s′2 where w is a word

∗ ∃ s2
!m′

====⇒2 s′2
• Let m ∈M ; if s2

?m===⇒2 s′2 then

∗ ∃ s−1
w===⇒1 s1, ∃ s−1

w===⇒1 s+
1 , ∃ s+

1
!m===⇒1 s′1 with s+

1 ∼ s2 and
s′1 ∼ s′2 where w is a word

∗ ∃ s1
!m′

====⇒1 s′1
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Fig. 1. An example of two interacting systems

We illustrate the interaction relation in figure 1. The left automaton corresponds to
the BPEL service switch[!o[a], !o[b]], i.e. a service that internally decides to send mes-
sage a or b. The right automaton represents a possible client that waits either for an a or
b before terminating. The curved lines denote the relation between states. Observe the
importance of the definition: the initial state of the left automaton is related with three
states, on that can (observably) send both a and b and the two other ones that can only
send either a or b. However for the client these states are not “distinguishable” and so
this initial state is allowed to wait for an a or a b.

2.3 Client Automaton Synthesis

We are now in position to present the client synthesis algorithm. Since the client must
be implementable, we require it to be deterministic. This consideration leads to choose
as model for our client a deterministic automaton which is in interaction relation with
the automaton of the BPEL process.

Before developing it, we emphasize that there exist BPEL process which do not
admit clients. For instance, process switch[?o[m], ?o[m′]] internally chooses to receive
either a message m or m′ and thus no deterministic automaton can correctly interact
with it since it would imply that, in its initial state, the client should send either m or
m′ while the server would wait the other message. Observe the difference with process
switch[!o[m], !o[m′]] where a client can be easily designed: it just waits for either m or
m′ (see figure 1). We say that a process is ambiguous if it does not admit a deterministic
automaton which is in interaction relation with it.

Here we give an abstract view of the algorithm. A detailed description of the algo-
rithm is given in [10]. The general principle of our algorithm is similar to a determini-
sation procedure: a state of the TA client will correspond to a subset of states of the TA
of the service.

More precisely, each potential state s of the automaton client is associated with a
subset of states S2(s) of the TA service which are related to s via the interaction relation.
During the construction, there is a stack of client states to be processed. At the beginning
of the algorithm, the stack contains an initial client state s01 such that S(s01) = {s02},
s02 being the initial state of the service. It stops either when the stack is empty (i.e. the
client has been built) or when it has detected the ambiguity of the service.

First, we compute the ε-closure by τ -transitions. If this subset (call it S′) of service
states is already associated with a state s′ of the client, then the transition of the client
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which has generated the subset is redirected to s′. Otherwise, one creates a new client
state and we go on. We check the interaction relation for transitions. If it is not fulfilled
then we stop the construction. We give below an algorithmic description of a step of
the algorithm.

unstack (s, S′)
S′ ← ε−closure(S′)
If S′ has already be analysed and paired with s′ Then

one redirects the arc entering s toward s′ and one deletes s
Else

For every a s.t. subset Sa of a-successors of S′ is non empty do
If a /∈ {!m}m∈M and ∃t ∈ S′ ¬t a=⇒ Then ambiguity

Else If a ∈ {!m}m∈M and ∃t ∈ S′ ∀m′ ¬t !m′
=⇒ Then ambiguity

Else create sa; add s
a−→ sa; stack (sa, Sa)

2.4 Client Interpreter

We have implemented a client interpreter based on the previous theoretical develop-
ments. The interpreter downloads the BPEL description of the service. Then it gener-
ates the automaton according to the algorithm and it “executes” this automaton (see
figure 2). More precisely:

– It maintains the current state of the automaton.
– It opens (or let open) one input window per enabled action !m; this means that the

user can choose the type of message it wants to send and to enter the corresponding
data. It closes the windows that correspond to messages now disabled.

– It arms a time-out of one time unit.
– It changes the current state,
• either on reception of a message with opening an output window,
• either on validation of an input window with sending of the message,
• or on triggering of time-out.

Fig. 2. Generic client interpreter
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3 Aspect Oriented Programming and Web Services

3.1 Principles of AOP

AOP is a concept that enables the modularization of crosscutting concerns into sin-
gle units called aspects, which are modular units of crosscutting implementation [18].
Crosscutting concerns are requirements that cannot be localized to an individual soft-
ware component and that impact many components. In aspect-speak, these requirements
cut across several components. Aspect-oriented languages [19,15,1,21] are based on
three paradigms:

1. Joinpoints: They denote the locations in the program that are affected by a particular
crosscutting concern.

2. Pointcuts: They specify a collection of conditional joinpoints.
3. Advices: They are codes that are executed before, after or around a joinpoint.

For instance the logging functionality is often scattered horizontally across object hier-
archies and has nothing to do with the core functions of the objects it is scattered across.
The same is true for other types of code, such as security, exception handling, and trans-
parent persistency. This scattered and unrelated code is known as crosscutting code and
is the reason for AOP’s existence. Using AOP, we can insert the logging code into the
classes that need it with a tool called a weaver. This way, objects can focus on their core
responsibilities. The figure 3 shows the weaving process. The weaver is in charge for
taking the code specified in a traditional (base) programming language, and the addi-
tional code specified in an aspect language, and merging the two together. The weaver
has the task to process aspects and component code in order to generate the specified
behaviour. The weaver inserts the aspects in the specified joinpoint transversally. The
weaving can occur at compile time (modifying the compiler), load time (modifying the
class loader) or runtime (modifying the interpreter).

3.2 Adapting BPEL Processes

Several researches [4,5,25] consider AOP as an answer to improve WS flexibility. In
our previous approach, we developed an AOP-based tool named Aspect Service Weaver
(ASW) [2,23]. The ASW intercepts the SOAP messages between a client and an ele-
mentary WS, then it verifies during the interaction whether there is a newly introduced
behaviour (advice service). We use the AOP weaving time to add the new behaviour
(before, around or after an activity execution). The advices services are elementary WSs
whose references are registered in a file called “aspect services file descriptor”. The
pointcut language is based on XPath [27]. XPath queries are applied on the service de-
scription (WSDL) to select the set of methods on which the advice services are inserted.

We extend this approach to BPEL processes. We apply the AOP concepts to a BPEL
process in order to automatically generate an extended BPEL process without modi-
fying the BPEL engine. This process contains the base BPEL process and the advice
services. We apply the AOP concepts on BPEL processes in the following way:
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Fig. 3. The weaving process

1. A joinpoint is a simple or structured BPEL activity.

2. The pointcuts are specified on the BPEL document by using XPath.

3. The advice services are BPEL processes implementing the additional behaviour.

We also add to the generated process, a replying activity before each inserted advice
service (see figure 4). This activity sends to the client a message called execute. This
message informs the client about the execution of an additional behaviour. It encapsu-
lates two kinds of information: the identifier of the advice service and its corresponding
interaction protocol. This message is necessary since this additional behaviour can re-
quire new information exchange involving messages not expected by the client and
leading to execution failures. At the level of client implementation, the developer has
to handle this type of message: it must extract the interaction protocol of the advice
service and integrate it in its behaviour. This part is detailed later.

Fig. 4. The extended executable BPEL process
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Fig. 5. The extended BPEL generator

3.3 Extended BPEL Generator

These previous concepts are concretized through the architecture of our tool named
extended BPEL generator. The tool contains the following components (see figure 5):

1. The BPEL weaver
2. The aspect services file descriptor
3. The service advice repository (or the pattern repository) which contains the ser-

vices advices present in the system.
4. The deployment module which deploys the extended BPEL process on a standard

BPEL engine.

The BPEL weaver takes as input the base BPEL process and the aspect services
file descriptor. Then, it performs transformations on the base BPEL process syntactic
tree. It inserts the actions of sending execute messages and the advices services at the
selected joinpoints depending on the kind of the advice service. The figure 6 shows the
transformations made on the base process

receive(ResReq); switch({reply(ResResp)reply(error)})
which receives a ResReq message then replies by a ResResp or error message de-
pending on a condition (the switch process). In the case of an around service advice
(figure 6.d), the specified joinpoint is replaced by the advice service and the execute
message replying activity, because we consider that the advice service can encapsulate
the joinpoint. In the figure, a triangle represents an advice service and Q its correspond-
ing interaction protocol.

3.4 The Extended Interaction Protocol

The extended executable BPEL process interaction protocol is described by an extended
abstract BPEL process which integrates the sending of execute messages. The extended
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Fig. 6. Syntactic transformations on the base executable BPEL process

interaction protocol is generated from the base BPEL process and the aspect service file
descriptor based on the defined pointcuts and the type of advices (before, after or around).

The generation process performs transformations on the base abstract BPEL pro-
cess syntactic tree. It inserts the action of sending execute messages in the selected
joinpoints depending on the kind of the advice service (figure 7). The execute messages
contain only the identifier of the advice service id. The interaction protocol correspond-
ing to that id is sent to the client at runtime. In this way, the advice service can be

Fig. 7. Transformations on the syntactic BPEL process tree
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changed at any time without requiring a new publication. Since we have chosen to let
unchanged the BPEL engine, the weaver acts at deployment time.

3.5 The New Operational Rules

In order to take into account the special nature of the message execute we modify the
operational rules related to messages.

∀m ∈M ∗ o[m]
χ−−→ ∗o[m] with ∗ ∈ {?, !}

∀m ∈M \ {execute} ∗ o[m] ∗m−−−−→ empty with ∗ ∈ {?, !}

!o[m]
!execute(id)−−−−−−−−→WaitAdvice(id) (1)

WaitAdvice(id)
id.

√
−−−→ empty (2)

The two first rules are similar to those presented in subsection 2.1. In the case of
sending an execute message, the automaton evolves to an intermediary state named
WaitAdvice(id) (rule 1). WaitAdvice(id) waits for the termination of the advice
service identified by id. When advice service id terminates, WaitAdvice(id) state ex-
ecutes id.

√
and becomes empty process (rule 2). In words, these two rules mimic the

synchronisation corresponding to a procedure call.

3.6 The Dynamic Client Interpreter

In order to communicate with change-prone BPEL processes, we extend the previous
client interpreter. The new client has to achieve the following tasks:

1. When the client receives an execute(id) message, it has to extract the advice ser-
vice interaction protocol (identified by id) and generates its corresponding server
and client automaton.

2. It simultaneously executes the client automaton of the main process and its advice
clients automata.

3. It makes synchronisation between the main client TA and the advices clients TA on
the termination of service advices execution.

Furthermore, the generation module of the dynamic client interpreter also integrates
new operational rules for sending and receiving in order to handle the execute(id)
messages.

3.7 Execution Scenario

Let us consider the abstract BPEL process defined before. If we want to dynamically add
an authentication process before the switch process, the extended abstract BPEL process
has to integrate a sending execute(id) message process before the switch process.

?o[ResReq]; !execute(id); switch(!o[ResResp], !o[error])
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Fig. 8. Adaptable service and client automata

At execution time, the dynamic client interpreter downloads the extended abstract
BPEL specification. Then, it generates the corresponding service automaton based on
the operational rules previously defined. Afterwards, based on the service automaton
and the interaction relation, our client generates the client automaton and begins its
interpretation. Figure 3.7 shows the generation process.

When the client receives an execute(id, Q) message, it extracts the abstract BPEL
advice service process from the message. In our example, the advice service is an au-
thentication process which abstract BPEL specification is:

!o[authDataRequest] ; ?o[authDataResp]

This process sends an authentication data request to the client asking for authentica-
tion data, receives these data then performs some actions to authenticate the user not
represented here for simplicity. The client generates the corresponding advice client au-
tomaton, associates with the received id and begins its execution (see figure 9 (left part)
where states in grey represents the current execution step).

When the advice client id terminates, the client synchronises the two automata: it
deletes the advice client, performs the id.

√
action and continues the execution of the

main client automaton (see figure 9 (right part)).

4 Related Work

Formal specification and verification of Web services. Some proposals have recently
emerged to formally describe WSs, most of them are grounded on transition system
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Fig. 9. Reception of an execute(id,Q) message (left) and the termination of an advice service
(right)

models (Labelled Transition Systems, Petri nets, etc.) [12,6]. The platform WSAT [8,9]
enables designers of a Web service composition to check properties expressed by LTL
formulas with SPIN tool. The formal semantics is obtained by gluing patterns for each
BPEL construction. One pattern is connected from its final state to the initial state of
next pattern according to the BPEL description with local transitions. This work does
not cover the time features and it focuses only on message exchanges: the conversation
is obtained by a virtual watcher that is supposed to record all messages sequences sent
by each peer enrolled in the composition.

Another research about Web services formal semantics is based on a BPEL to Finite
State Processes (FSP) translation [7]. This work lies on message sequence charts and
the core of the verification mechanism consists to check trace equivalence. Again, the
time features of the specification are not taken into account.

The work [24] uses the notation CRESS (Chisel Representation Employing System-
atic Specification) to formalise Web services. This model presents two main advantages:
automatic translation into formal languages for analysis as well as into implementation
languages for deployment. Then the CRESS specification is translated into LOTOS and
analysed with tools like TOPO, LOLA and CADP. Again, the temporal aspects are not
present.

These different contributions share with our approach the design of a formal seman-
tics for Web services. However they study the BPEL execution process and not the
interaction protocol, they do not include the time features of BPEL and they perform
component verification whereas we perform component synthesis.

AOP and Web services. In [4] and [5], the authors define specific AOP languages to
add dynamically new behaviours to BPEL processes. But, neither of these approaches
address the client interaction issue. The client has no mean to handle the interactions
that can be added or modified during the process execution.
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The Web Service Management Layer (WSML) [25] is an AOP-based platform for
WSs that allows a more loosely coupling between the client and the server sides. WSML
handles the dynamic integration of new WSs in client applications to solve client exe-
cution problems. WSML dynamically discovers WSs based on matching criteria such
as: method signature, interaction protocol or quality of service (QOS) matching. In a
complementary way, our work proposes to adapt a client to a modified WS.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a solution based on AOP and process algebra to handle dy-
namic changes in the context of Web services. We extended our previous AOP approach
to support BPEL processes and to handle interaction issues. We also use process algebra
formalism to specify change-prone BPEL processes and generate dynamic clients.

As future works, we want to take into account the client execution context. We also
want to formally handle the aspect interactions issue (aspects applied at the same join-
point). Finally, we plane to improve the current ASW prototype as proof-of-concepts.
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